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HAPPY REPUBLIC DAY!
26TH JANUARY 2021
Republic Day is celebrated every year in India on January 26 to
commemorate the date on which India's Constitution came into effect,
in the year 1950, and the country became a republic. India became
independent on August 15, 1947, but this day is to be called
Independence Day, was not chosen by the Indians; instead, it was
thrust upon by Lord Louis Mountbatten, as it marked the second
anniversary of Japan's submission to allied powers after World War II.
While India became independent from British Raj following the Indian
Independence movement, it didn't have a constitution. Indian laws
were based on a modified version of the British established
Government of India Act 1935.
Dr. B R Ambedkar was appointed as the chairman for drafting a
permanent Indian Constitution. Although the Constitution was
adopted on November 26, 1949, it came into force on January 16, 1950 a day chosen by Indians for it held immense significance for the
country. This day has special importance and responsibilities for
teachers since the man behind the Indian Constitution, Babasaheb B R
Ambedkar, was a professor of political economy himself.
Choice- is a powerful work and could not be put to a more rigorous
test than in the recent past where the world came to a standstill. The
world understood alternative meanings of collaboration and
communication. Borders and differences melted away when the world
collaborated and effectively communicated to invent the muchneeded vaccine against the COVID-19 virus. Schools found alternative
and innovative ways of educating students; if students could not come
to school, the school went home.
When India's Constitution was adopted on November 26, 1949, many
considered it necessary to celebrate the document on a day associated
with national pride, which was - January 26, this year too, we
celebrated patriotism by staying home as our nation geared to fight
the pandemic. This date will surely go down in history as the year of
alternatives.

IBDP
COORDINATOR'S DESK
BY SHYLAJA SALWAN
(IBDP COORDINATOR)

I t ak e t hi s o p por t un it y t o wish ever y member
o f D Y Pat i l I nt er n at ion al Sch ool a ver y h appy
new y ear- 20 21.
Thi s m o nt h s aw a lot of act ion on var ious
f ro nt s . The new in t er n at ion al sch ool
i nf ras t ruc t ure is r eady, an d all t each er s f r om
Pune vi s i t ed t h e sch ool t o discuss t h e n ext
s t ep s . Teac he r s collabor at ed t o f in alize t h e
lo o k and f eel o f ever y classr oom in t er ms of
s ub j ec t s p ec i f icit ies. Th e n ew sch ool buildin g
wi ll b e ready t o welcome st uden t s on ce we
c an go f ac e t o f ace saf ely.
On t he o t her h an d, st uden t s of gr ades 10 an d
12 s at t hei r m o ck examin at ion s vir t ually. We
c o ns t ruc t ed all exam con dit ion s close t o t h e
f i nals i n t erm s of t h e dur at ion , met h od of
c o nduc t anc e, an d compon en t s. Th e f ocus of
m o c k s i s m o re t o exper ien ce t h e exam
c o ndi t i o ns and un der st an d t h e pr essur es of
handli ng exams back- t o- back r at h er t h an
m ere grades . Th e sch ool un der wen t a C AIEI GC S E exam p r epar at ion r eview wit h
c o m p li anc e repr esen t at ive M r . Nick Williams
f ro m C am b ri dge on 20 t h J an uar y 20 21. We
are hap p y t o in f or m all t h at we ar e on t h e
ri ght t rac k and h ave been successf ully an d
s at i s f ac t o ri ly ch ecked by C AIE t o con duct t h e
I GC S E exam i nat ion st ar t in g in F ebr uar y.
O n a happi er not e , M s . S h w e t a Gak are h as
been appoi nt ed as an I B D P Vis u al A rt s
exami ner by t h e I B O.

Grades 9 and 11
have been busy
making
themselves
visible on world
platforms like
crowdfunding
and CAS. We are
happy to see the
motivation and
enthusiasm
amongst our
student cohort,
who are actively
contributing to
our school's
ethos and
culture.
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IGCSE
COORDINATOR'S DESK
BY JAYSHREE KRISHANKUTTY

The year 2021 ushered in great positivity
and hope—the hope of finally meeting our
staff and some of our students in person.
The entire staff, close to hysteria,
brainstorming over the interiors of their
respective classrooms and labs in our new
school premises was a sight to behold.
Then started the Mock examinations,
which provided our students with direct
insight into the actual examination with
each component's exact timings. Our
Grade 10 students are now on their
runway for the final takeoff. The safety &
security protocols to be maintained
during the final IGCSE examination are as
stringent as any Airport Security.
With the CAIE exam review clearance, the
entire staff is now ready for the upcoming
IGCSE examination; it begins on the 3rd
of February for the internal components
and the 8th of February for the externals.

Our youngest
cohort has planned
a virtual farewell
assembly for their
seniors. Our Grade
10 students
deserve a great
break in between
the Mocks and the
almost month-long
final examinations
coming up.

It's that time of the year when on one
side, our hearts swell with pride to see
how much our students have
accomplished even during these
challenging times, and on the other hand,
it is the heartbreaking thought of parting
with them. This farewell is going to be
most daunting than the ones you bid in
person.
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CAS GLOBAL
EXCHANGE EVENT
BY SAANVI SHENDGE (IBDP 1)

The CAS Global Exchange event will be
conducted on the 29th of January. I will be
representing India with eight different nations
to share our CAS experiences. This occasion
could be very critical and unique to me since it
is one of the most essential and most
significant activities in my academic years.
There's a lot of preparation and brainstorming
going on right now, together with making the
final presentation, making plans out the entire
procedure, dealing with time, and so forth. The
last dry run of this event will be on the 28th,
with all of the student presenters from
different countries to solve technical issues to
ensure a smooth flow of the event. Preparation
for this day is going on for a while, along with
my CAS advisor, Jayshree ma'am; Creating the
presentation, practicing, and timing my
presentation under three minutes. I am nervous
and excited about this event; however, my
teachers' help and support are giving me the
confidence to stay calm, loosen up, and focus
on my preparation. It is truly an honor to be a
part of this event, and I hope that I do my best
and have a remarkable presence to preserve my
school's impression.

A cleaner planet is one of the
significant concerns globally. Many
water bodies have been affected by
water pollution and have caused
many deaths. IB students worldwide
have come together to work
collaboratively and find solutions to
this issue. In this project, we will
raise awareness of water pollution.
After our first meeting, we divided
ourselves into different divisions
(design team, research team, and
publication and documentation team).
I am in the research team to research
a particular water body in our own
countries. In our second meeting, we
decided to use the social media
platforms to make a podcast, videos,
fun facts, Kahoot, and have webinars
for each country. We have been
working collaboratively and sharing
our ideas to create as much
awareness as possible. I am happy to
be a part of this, and hopefully, we
can make a change.

PRAJAKTA GAIKWAD
IBDP 1

Climate change is one of the most
pressing environmental, social and
economic sustainability issues right
now that has a global concern needed
to be addressed. It has a much more
significant impact on the earth than
it seems and also endangers the
existence of our very own
communities all around the world.
For this very reason, IB students from
all around the world have joined
hands to work collaboratively to
mitigate the effects of climate change
in our respective countries.
During this project, we will be raising
awareness, i.e., to make people
conscious about this world issue.
Consequently, it will help to ease the
effects and make the world a better
place to live for us and our future
generations.
After further meetings and discussion
of a whole range of unique ideas that
came from each one of us, we
finalized the making of a podcast. The
podcast will be uploaded on all the
platforms supporting it, and its
content will be friendly to all ages
and all countries around the world.
Moreover, the team was very
collaborative and encouraging for the
work, and I am glad to be a part of it.
Hopefully, we will make a change.

RAZA KHAN
IBDP 1
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NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS
BY ANVI BAHETI (IBDP 1)
2020 went with unexpected occurrences, stories
that we would retell the coming forth generations.
But while that year seemed especially hard, there

This New year, many of us
have planned resolutions and
goals. Like the previous years,
80% of us will statistically
think about these for a month
or two and then find some
excuse to stop following our
resolutions. We collected data
from all students; the most
common resolution we saw
was being more confident and
trusting their decisions. The
students plan to achieve this
by observing and correcting
themselves. Many people also
wrote about helping people;
their reason for this was
millions of people losing their
lives in the covid-19 pandemic
and seeing their loved ones'
loss.

are silver linings. Out of coronavirus comes
creativity. Out of quarantine comes bonus time with
family. Out of activism comes changes for the
better.

RAGHAV SETHI
IGCSE 9

One thing we can try to do is to see the good.
It's a new year now, 2021! A year of change,
numerous possibilities, happenings, hope, and time
to make new resolutions. I have loved all the time I
have spent with my family, especially knowing that I
would soon be out of the house in a little more than
a year; my family and I would cherish this time.
However, school being online has been a struggle.
Staying home has brought up the passive attitude,
making me procrastinate over my work. But I truly
believed I could change to that; I set up a schedule
for myself, giving enough time towards schoolwork
and rewarding myself with 'me time.' I have planned
to stay on top of things since 2021 is the year that
would be defining my future; it's an excellent time
to fix myself now and not have any regrets for the
future.
It's been a month now, and I can already see my
resolutions' great results; I feel optimistic and
sufficed about completing things before the
deadline with additional time to spare for myself. I
hope for a great year, wishing everyone a safe,
healthy, and prosperous new year!

WHY MAKE NEW
YEAR RESOLUTIONS?
New year resolutions are an
excellent way to learn from our
past mistakes and plan for our
future. Most people aim for selfdevelopment and self-growth.
New year’s resolutions help us
realize our strengths and
weaknesses.

HOW TO ACHIEVE
NEW YEAR
RESOLUTIONS?
Looking at past new year
resolutions can help in setting
better new year’s resolutions.
Setting achievable and easy
goals is also necessary so that
they are more achievable.
Having attainable goals can
develop the right mindset for
the future.
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MAKAR SANKRANTI
BY RAJVIR SINGH (IBDP 1)

ਪੰਜਾਬ ਿਵਚ ਮਕਰ ਸੰ ਾਂਤੀ ਲੋਹੜੀ ਦੇ ਨਾਮ ਨਾਲ
ਮਨਾਇਆ ਜਾਂਦਾ ਹੈ ਲੋਹੜੀ ਇੱਕ ਪਿਸੱਧ ਸਰਦੀਆਂ ਦਾ
ਲੋਕ ਿਤਉਹਾਰ ਹੈ ਜੋ ਮੁੱਖ ਤੌਰ ਤੇ ਭਾਰਤੀ ਉਪ ਮਹਾਂਦੀਪ ਦੇ
ਤਰੀ ਖੇਤਰ ਿਵੱਚ ਮਨਾਇਆ ਜਾਂਦਾ ਹੈ. ਲੋਹੜੀ ਦੇ
ਿਤਉਹਾਰ ਦੀ ਮਹੱਤਤਾ ਅਤੇ ਦੰਤਕਥਾਵਾਂ ਬਹੁਤ ਸਾਰੀਆਂ
ਹਨ ਅਤੇ ਇਹ ਿਤਉਹਾਰ ਪੰਜਾਬ ਖੇਤਰ ਨਾਲ ਜੋੜਦੀਆਂ
ਹਨ. ਇਹ ਬਹੁਿਤਆਂ ਦੁਆਰਾ ਮੰਿਨਆ ਜਾਂਦਾ ਹੈ ਿਕ
ਿਤਉਹਾਰ ਸਰਦੀਆਂ ਦੀ ਇਕਸਾਰਤਾ ਲੰਘਦਾ ਹੈ
Translation:
In Punjab, Makar Sankranti is celebrated
by the name of Lohri. Lohri is a famous
winter folk festival celebrated primarily in
the northern region of the Indian
Subcontinent. The Lohri festival's
significance and legends are many, and
these link the festival to the Punjab
region. It is believed by many that the
festival marks the passing of the
winter solstice.

సం ం
లం ణ పజలంద
ప క న పండుగ. మ ళలు తమ ఇం
అంద న మ యు శ వంత న రంగుల
'రం
లు' త
రు యడం
దల తుం .
ప భను
పద ంచ
మ యు పండుగను
సహ రం జరు
వ
రం
లు
కూ ఉ
. ఈ పండుగ
లు,
బూ లు, అ లు, స
లు మ యు
ంగ వం
ధ వంట లు త
రు
యబడ
. రు తమ ఆనం
వ క ంచ
ంప యకం వం న
రు కర న ఆ రం ఈ పండుగను
జరు కుం రు. రు అర ఆకుల
ఆ
కుటుం ల క
ం రు,
ఇ సంస
త
దు ఆ
వ క ం రూపం. రు ఉ
హ
త న
మ యు రంగురంగుల
ప లు, మూ
, ఆనందం
క అరు ల
ం న
ఆ
చూడవచు . కుటుంబం మ యు
తుల సం ం జరు
వడం
ఆ దకరం మ యు సం షం ఉం !
Translation:
Sankranti is a unique festival for all
the people of Telangana. The day
begins with women making
''rangolis'' in their home with
beautiful and vibrant colors. There
are also rangoli competitions to
showcase their talent and celebrate
the festival in collaboration. Various
dishes like ''gare'', ''bure'', 'arisel'',
''sakina'', and sweet Pongal are
made during this festival. They
celebrate this festival with
traditionally cooked delicious food to
express their happiness. They eat
the food in the banana leaves with
their families, which is a form of
culture and a form of hospitality.
You get to see the sky filled with
vibrant and colorful kites, music
playing, screams of joy, and it's all
fun and joy to celebrate this festival
with family and friends!

SAANVI SHENDGE
IBDP 1
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Translation:

MAKAR SANKRANTI
BY KRUPALI BHATT & BRIJEN BHATT
TRANSLATED BY: HIRVA BHATT(IBDP 2)

સં ા ત દર વષ એક ન ત તાર ખ ૧૪
ુઆર એ ઉજવવામાં આવે છે . આ
તહેવાર શયાળાની ઋ ુના અંત અને ર વ પાકની લણણીની શ આત ું તીક છે .
ૃ વીના ૂયની આસપાસ થતા પ ર મણમાં આવતા સમયના તફાવતને યાનમાં
રાખીને દર ૮૦ વષ અયનને એક દવસ ુલતવી રાખવામાં આવે છે .
મકરસં ા તના દવસથી ૂય પોતાની ઉ રવત યા ાનો ારભ કરે છે . જેથી આ
દવસ ને ઉ રાયણ તર કે પણ ઓળખવામાં આવે છે . ુજરાતમાં આ તહેવાર ૨
દવસ માટે ઉજવા ુ છે . થમ દવસ એટલે કે ૧૪
ુઆર ને ઉ રાયણ, અને
પછ ના દવસ એટલે કે ૧૪
ુઆર નેવાસી ઉ રાયણ તર કે ઉજવવામાં
આવે છે . ુજરાતના લોકો આ તહેવારમાં આખો દવસ ઘરના ધાબા પર કે
ુ લા મેદાનમાં ૂબ જ ઉ સાહ ૂવકપતંગ ચગાવે છે . આ દવસે ુજરાતના
ઘરે-ઘરે ખાસ ધ ું-જલેબી- ુર , શ ગ અને તલની ચી , તલના લાડુ,
દાળ યા લાડુ અને મમરા લાડુબનાવીને ખવાય છે . મફળ, શેરડ અને બોર
જેવા ફાળો પણ ૂબ જ ખવાય છે .આ વષ કો વડ-૧૯ ના કારણે આ તહેવાર
ઉજવી ન શકાયો. જે ર તે ુજરાતના દરેક શહેર અને ગામડામાં આ તહેવારની
ઉજવણી થાય છે તેવી ઉજવણીઅહ ુનામાં કે મહારા માં થતી નથી. પર ુ
ગયા વષ અમે અમાર ુના થત સોસાયટ માં અમે ઘણા લોકો સો સટ ના
બ ડગના ધાબે જઈને પતંગચગા યા હતા. અને બપોરે સાથે જ યા પણ હતા.

અમે અમાર શાળા, ડ . વાય. પાટ લ આંતરા ય શાળામાં પણ એક
એન. .ઓ. ના વ ાથ ઓ સાથે પતંગ ચગાવીને આ ઉ સવ ઉજ યો
હતો. આકાય મ અંતગત અમે એન. .ઓ. ના વ ાથ ઓને પતંગ
બનાવતા અને ચગાવતા શીખવાડેલ. જેમાં મને પણ કાય મના સફળતા
ૂવકના આયોજનઅને સંકલન બાબતે ઘ ં શીખવા મ ું.
મને ફ ત એક જ વાર ુજરાતમાં ઉ રાયણ ઉજવવાનો લાહવો મ ો છે . પર ુ
તે સમયે માર મર ઘણી નાની હતી. હુ એ સમયની રાહ જો ું છુ કે ારે હુ
ુજરાતમાં ઉ રાયણ નો તહેવાર ઉજવી શકુ . આશા રા ું કે માર આ ઈ છા
જ દ ુર થાય.

Sankranti is celebrated on the 14th of
January every year. It marks the end
of the winter season and the
beginning of the harvest of rabi
crops.
One day is added every 80 years to
catch up with the time gap caused
due to the revolution of the earth
around the sun. And the sun begins
its northern journey on the day of
Makar Sankranti, which is why it is
also called Uttarayan.
In Gujarat, this festival is celebrated
for two days. The first day, i.e., 14th
of January, is celebrated as
Uttarayan, and the next day, i.e., 15th
of January, is celebrated as VasiUttarayan. Gujarat's people
enthusiastically fly kites all the long
on the roof of the houses or in open
fields during this festival. Special
foods prepared today are undhiyujalebi-puri, peanut and sesame
chikki, sesame laddoo, Dalia laddoo,
and puffed rice laddoo are made in
every house. Fruits like guava bore
and sugarcane enjoyed.
Due to Covid-19, this festival could
not be celebrated this year. This
festival is not celebrated in Pune or
Maharashtra how it is celebrated in
every city and village in Gujarat. But
last year, in our Pune based society,
many of us gathered on the roof to
fly kites and have lunch together.
Even in our school, D. Y. Patil
international school, the students
celebrated this festival with a group
of children from an N.G.O. We taught
them to make and fly kites. Through
this event, I, too, learned a lot about
the planning and coordination
required to conduct an event
successfully.
I have had the privilege of celebrating
Uttarayan in Gujarat only once. But I
was very young at that time. I look
forward to the time when I can
celebrate this festival in Gujarat
again. I hope this wish of mine is
fulfilled soon.
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KITE MAKING WORKSHIP
BY SHWETA GAKARE (VISUAL ARTS TEACHER)

Celebrations are an integral part of the
DYPIS family. It allows us to take pride in
and enrich our cultural diversity. With the
Makar Sankranti around the corner, our
community took the initiative to celebrate
the harvest season uniquely.

Our school had organized a
kite-making workshop on the
13th of January on the
occasion of Makar Sankranti.
Ganesh sir, a visual arts
teacher from DY Patil
international school, Worli,
was invited to conduct this
workshop. Students from
grade 9 to 11 and all the
teachers had participated,
and we all made our kites. It
was my first time making a
kite all by myself, and it sure
was a lot of fun! It's always
great to celebrate such
beautiful festivals with such
small creative actions. In
this session, I learned how
easily one could create
something of their own and
enjoy it in their small way. I
never imagined it could be
that simple to make a kite!

TANVI KSHATRIYA
IBDP 1

This festival is incomplete without KITES in
the sky. As the virtual barriers made kite
flying impossible, we came together to make
our kites. Mr. Ganesh Phalke conducted a
workshop on kite making for all the
students, teachers & their families. The
whole idea was to create an eco-friendly kite
that is no harm to the environment. We still
enjoy the spirit of festivities with crafting
kites on our own. Everyone participated
enthusiastically, children learned the
possibility of making kites from scratch, and
adults revisited their childhood by making
one. We are grateful to Mr. Ganesh Phalke for
his valuable time & guidance. This workshop
allowed everyone to add a personal touch
and a distinct flavor to their celebrations.

ANU SINHA

HINDI TEACHER
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Penpal activities helped me to
develop my communication skills
as I was interviewing a music
teacher. It even helped me
communicate with my
teammates and other penpal
participants worldwide for our
project! It developed my thinking
and researcher skills as we wrote
reflections and commented on
other's thoughts too.

PENPAL SCHOOLS
BY ANVI BAHETI & TANVI KSHATRIYA
(IBDP 1)

PenPal Schools is an international
platform that connects students from 150

MUSKAN GUPTA
IBDP 1

countries through project-based learning.
Grade 11 was introduced to this project in
November by Shweta ma'am for a CAS
experience. We partnered up to explore a
project under the Solar system's topic;
we chose to research a career in space
out of a list of concepts. The fascinating
job that appealed to us was Astronauts;
as partners, we thoroughly studied their
profession for a month. During the
process, we shared our learning with pen
pals across the world. Communicating
with students from different countries
introduced us to various approaches to
the same knowledge. This experience
would be cherished and looked upon for
further ventures with the PenPal Schools.

For PenPals, I chose music, and
we had to Interview a person in
our community who works with
music. I decided to interview a
music teacher. It was fun
progress coming up with
questions and then interview
the teacher. I also got to
communicate with other people
worldwide, and I shared my
thoughts with them. I learned
you have to listen to other
people's opinions and points of
view. Without that, we would
never learn to understand
something new, and we get to
connect with other people.

KHUSHI MHASKE
IBDP1
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KOREAN FAN CLUB
BY PRAJAKTA GAIKWAD (IBDP 1)

방탄 소년단과 한국 드라마의 영향을 받아 CAS 활동으로 한국어를 배우기로 결
심했습니다 . 방탄 소년단에 대해 더 많이 탐구하면서 한국 드라마를 접하고이 언
어를 배우고 싶은 충동을 느꼈습니다 . 언젠가는 자막없이 한국 드라마를보고 그들
의 문화에 대해 더 많이 알고 싶어서 한국어를 배우고 싶고 그들의 문화 , 전통 , 음
식을 좋아합니다 . 나는 한국 음식을 먹고 좋아했습니다 . 요리하는 법은 모르지만
라면과 김밥을 만들었습니다 . 저는 듀오 링고라는 앱에서 4 개월 동안 친구와 한
국어를 배우고 있습니다 . 저는 한국어로 모음 , 상수 , 작은 문장과 구를 만드는 법
을 배웠습니다 . 매일 30 분씩 한국어를 배웠습니다 . 내 친구와 나는 우리가 어려
움에 직면했을 때 서로를 돕습니다 . Coursera 에서 테스트를 받고 듀오 링고에서
운동을했습니다 . 한국어를 배우기 시작했을 때 비슷한 말이있어서 처음에는 꽤 어
려웠고 혼란 스러웠습니다 . 제 친구와 저는 지금까지 배운 것을 업로드하는 서비
스의 일환으로 Instagram 계정을 만들었으므로이 언어를 배우고 싶은 사람들
도 재미있게 배우고 즐길 수 있습니다 . 이것은 또한 우리에게 수정이 될 것입니다 .
한국어를 배우는 것은 재미 있지만 동시에 상당히 어렵고 도전적이지만이 언어를
향상시킬 수있는 한 기꺼이 그러한 노력을 기울일 것입니다 .
Translation:
I decided to learn Korean as a CAS activity because I got influenced by a
Korean boy band named BTS and Korean drama. As I explored more about
BTS, I came across Korean drama and felt an urge to learn this language. I
want to learn Korean to watch Korean drama without subtitles and want to
know more about their culture. I love their culture, tradition, and food. I
have been eating Korean food and loving it. I don't know how to cook, but I
made ramen and kimbap. I have been learning Korean with my friend for
four months on an app called Duolingo. I have learned vowels, constants,
how to make small sentences and phrases in Korean. Every day I spent 30
minutes learning Korean. My friend and I help each other out when we are
facing some difficulties. I took tests on Coursera and did exercises on
Duolingo. When I started learning Korean, it was quite tricky and confusing
because there are words that sound similar. My friend and I made an
Instagram account as part of the service. We upload what we have learned
so far. The people who also want to learn this language can fun and enjoy
learning it, and it also would be a revision to us. Learning Korean is fun but
quite tricky and challenging at the same time, but I am willing to take
those efforts as long as I could improve in this language.

우리 모두는 학교에서 팬덤의 일원이
되는 것이 쉬운 일이 아니라는 것을
이해할 수 있지만, 우리 아이돌에 대
한 사랑은 업데이트를 유지할 방법을
찾는 데 도움이됩니다. 이제 온라인
수업이있어 우리 아이돌이 새 노래를
올리거나 인터넷에 생방송 될 때를 더
쉽게 알 수 있습니다. 온라인 수업 시
간에 제가 가장 좋아하는 밴드 방탄
손 연단이 앨범을 발표하기로 결정한
적이 있습니다. 안타깝게도 앨범에 참
석할 수 없었지만 수업 사이에 15 분
의 휴식 시간에는 모든 일을 따라 잡
을 수있었습니다. 방탄 소년단이 우리
의 삶에 너무 많은 것을 가져 왔고 그
들의 음악은 완전히 영혼을 자유롭게
한다는 것을 의미하는 길을 열었다 고
말할 때 방탄 소년단은 우리가 우리
자신을 사랑하고 신체적 결함에 신경
쓰지 않는다고 생각했습니다.
Translation:

All of us can understand that
being part of a fandom in
school is not an easy job, but
our idols' love helps us find a
way to keep updated. Now
that we have online classes, it
is easier to know when our
models post a new song or are
coming live on the internet.
Once during our online
courses, my favorite band,
bangtan sonyeondan, decided
to release an album;
unfortunately, I couldn't
attend the release, but I could
catch up during our 15minute break between classes
were going on. When we say
BTS paved the way, we mean
it has got so much into our
lives, and their music is
ultimately soul freeing. BTS
has taught us to love
ourselves and not care about
our physical flaws.

VEDIKA KRISHNANKUTTY
IGCSE 9
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IMPORTANT NOTE

DATES

BY SHYLAJA SALWAN
(IBDP COORDINATOR AND HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL)

IBDP MOCKS
18TH - 25TH
JANUARY 2021

We also wish to remind
parents that we are always
available to respond to questions

IGCSE MOCKS

about your child's learning and

18TH - 29TH
JANUARY 2021

progress. While it is great to talk
with you outside of the working
hours, conversations of this

REPUBLIC DAY
26TH JANUARY 2021

nature are best had in the
classroom set up at a set time. So
please do not hesitate to email,
ring or talk to us to set up a time
to have a chat with or without

CROWDFUNDING
WORKSHOP
28TH JANUARY 2021

CAS GLOBAL
EXCHANGE EVENT

your child(ren) present.

Email: ibdpcoordinator@dypispune.in

29TH JANUARY 2021

FROM THE STUDENT COUNCIL
ANVI BAHETI, VEDIKA KRISHNANKUTTY, AMEYA INGALE, SANKH SHARMA & HIRVA BHATT

(President)

(Vice - President)

(Class Representatives - 10th, 11th, 12th)
EDITORIAL TEAM

RAGHAV SETHI, PRJAKTA GAIKWAD, RAZA KHAN, SAANVI SHENDGE, TANVI KSHATRIYA
(9th grade)
(11th grade)
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